POP UP CULTURE

INTRODUCTION
This report looks at the history of artistic and creative
interventions in Southampton which have activated the city’s
spaces for short periods of time.
Southampton’s artists, musicians and performers have often found
new uses for derelict, inaccessible, hard to use, or inactive spaces
and they have creatively hacked, reinvented or repurposed the
city’s public spaces. Some projects have been wilfully temporary,
some have been testing new ideas, and some have been stepping
stones to more permanent activations. Over sixty examples are
listed at the end of this document.
All of them have contributed to making Southampton a creative,
interesting and sometimes surprising city for both residents
and visitors.
This report looks at how people have achieved so much, and
suggests ways to both support them and allow them to do even
more in the future.
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The ABC of
Empty Shops
This report for the Southampton Cultural Development Trust takes a light
look at the when, why and how of empty shops. It’s based on examples from
Southampton, and shows how they reflect what’s happening nationally.

The ABC of Empty Shops

But as pop ups have become very fashionable, it’s worth being clear that
not every project is perfect for an empty shop. These are special places,
and the meanwhile shopkeepers are special people.

A

EmbracE ThE mEanwhilE:

Like the Buddhists say, it’s about living in
the moment. Right now, there’s lots of empty space and all the
experts agree, by the time I finish writing this sentence there
will be even more. Right now, more shops are closing, fuelled
by a weak pound and changes to business rates. But sometime
in the future, there might not be as many empty shops. Enjoy it
while you can - move quickly, be agile, and think on your feet, or
you’ll miss it. Grasp the nettle, grab the moment, and embrace
the meanwhile.
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B

Find ThE characTEr:

Using empty shops for temporary pop-up projects
is about much more than getting an idea onto the high street for
cheap. The best projects - like the ones we talk to in this report
- are celebrating the local, finding the distinctive, engaging with
the character of empty spaces, exploring new ideas and exciting
the neighbourhood. As such, they are useful for community
groups, local authorities and central government wanting to
address a variety of different agendas. These projects and the
places have their own character - find it and embrace it, don’t
try to make it look like everything else on the street - or like
everything else you do, either.

C

Enjoy ThE End:

The success of an empty shop project may
be measured in many ways. It can increase footfall for a
neighbourhood, supporting local traders. It can raise the profile
of a community event. It can bring together a new partnership,
whether that’s a group of excited, inspired and engaged
individuals or a working relationship between organisations
and authorities. And it’s quite alright for a project not to work.
Like Becket said,
“Try again. Fail again. Fail better.”
Empty shops make great laboratories for new ideas and new
businesses. And in a week, a month, or half a year it will all be
over. Look forward to the end, it means it’s time to start planning
a new project.
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The changine cityscape
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The

Changing
Cityscape
“City diversity is the creation of
incredible numbers of different
people and private organisations,
with vastly different ideas and
purposes, planning and contriving,”
–
Jane Jacobs
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The
Changing
Cityscape
Our understanding of the way cities worked has changed
since the recession which started in 2008, and as the shock of
leaving the EU hits the commercial property market, is about
to change again.

The changine cityscape

What we once thought was permanent – British Home Stores,
Woolworth – turns out to have been temporary. What we thought
was normal – the constant growth of retail and the homogenisation
of our centres – turns out to be a passing moment. What were
once fringe ideas – that local shops are sustainable, resilient and
economically important - have become mainstream ones.
In her report for government (delivered in December 2011),
Mary Portas said that the days of independent shops were over,
because ‘the major supermarkets and malls have delivered
highly convenient, needs-based retailing, which serves today’s
consumers well.’
In fact, the number of independent shops has continued to increase
since 2010 (slowing in 2015). Large supermarkets have been in
decline, with Tesco and other large retailers mothballing new
stores and pulling out of building on sites which had planning
permission. The same companies have returned to smaller stores
on High Streets, with convenience stores like Tesco Metro and
Sainsbury’s Local rising by 21% between 2010-15. But even this
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sector faces uncertainty, with the ex-Morrisons chain My Local
folding in 2016.
These big stores are also moving to make their product look more
local, distinct and independent. Starbucks recently dropped it’s
more formal uniform in favour of a dress code which encourages
staff to look individual. In Sydney, McDonald opened a hipsteresque cafe called The Corner, dropping the corporate look at
appeal to a different audience. Tesco’s cafes are now branded
Harris + Hoole, taking their name from an entry about a coffee
shop in Pepys diary.
However, amidst the change, the number of units unoccupied
for more than three years has risen by 28.6%, highlighting that
there are some underlying structural problems in our towns
and cities. These are a result of a 30 year expansion of retail
units in town centres, at the cost of any alternative uses. A
rise in shop demolitions in the last year shows that property
owners are trying to address this problem.

a total of
12,321 units are
unoccupied for
more than
three years

That rise in retail has led to centres which are unbalanced. Where
there were cinemas and theatres, shops, offices and small-scale
manufacturers, civic buildings and shared spaces, there are now
only retail units and privately-managed ‘public’ space.
“City diversity is the creation of incredible numbers of different
people and private organisations, with vastly different ideas and
purposes, planning and contriving,” said Jane Jacobs. And that
diversity, achieved by rediscovering the balance between shopping
and working, and between civic and social spaces, is vital to create
a sustainable, active and interesting city.

!29%
increase in
3+ years
unoccupied units

!21%
increase in larger
retailers building
convenience stores
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Southampton
Southampton iS a city...
where medieval buildings butt up
to post-World War 2 modernism, and
where big new developments sit a minute’s
walk from older, failed and boarded-up ones.

Southampton iS a city...
by the sea, although nowhere does
the city centre take you to the water.

The changine cityscape

Southampton iS a city...
where the main street looks like
almost any other comparable city, but
a parallel street is full of independent
shops, cafes and creative projects.

POP UP CULTURE

licEnsor : ThE old Fund oF ThE
univErsiTy oF sEvillE
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...AND THE ROLE OF THE

The changine cityscape

SOUTHAMPTON
CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
TRUST
The Southampton Cultural Development Trust aims to bring
inspiration, opportunity and enjoyment to Southampton’s
residents and visitors, to establish the city as a major cultural
destination. The Trust was founded to support the development of
the city’s Cultural Quarter, through fundraising and advocacy, and
has helped raise funds to complete the new Arts Complex. While
the Sea City Museum, Guildhall, and Arts Complex as anchor
buildings are a success in themselves, the activation of the spaces
in between them is the key to creating a city quarter which feels
lively, energetic and interesting. Such activation will also ensure
repeat visits by local residents, and these repeat visits are key to
the audience development and long-term sustainability of the
museum, theatre and other buildings.

Much of this activity already happens in Southampton
because of a colourful, slightly anarchic, creative
DIY culture, which can be seen in places as diverse as
gigs at the Joiners and exhibitions in the K6 Gallery,
the spirit of Tiger Yard and the edginess of A Space’s
temporary projects.
The people behind these projects have diverse and varied
motivations, Monkey Gallery ‘was conceived to connect
together Hampshire and Wiltshire artists.’ Element Arts
took a temporary lease on the Wool House in an attempt
to ‘keep the building as a publicly accessible space, and
to save it from unsympathetic development.’ The ‘Pop
Up Shops In Southampton’ group on Facebook was set
up because ‘many of us cannot afford to rent a shop full
time but desperately need an outlet to actually show our
work.’ A similar motivation drove Daniel Crow to start A
Space, when he ‘realised there was no gallery in the city
for emerging artists, including myself, to show work.’
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In recognition of this, while acknowledging the impact and power
of the big regeneration projects, the Trust understands that these
must go hand-in-hand with the work, needs, ambitions and hopes
of individual artists, makers, performers and designers who will
activate the spaces in between.
“no modern city can
be truly successful
without a strong and
distinctive cultural life.
It’s equally important
for the quality of life
and opportunities for
local people and for
those who come to
study, work and invest
here. Southampton has
great success stories
already and even
bigger opportunities
in the future”
John Denham MP

The future work of the Southampton Cultural Development Trust
must recognise these various motivations, and help the city’s
artists to achieve their ambitions. The trust must also help the
city’s artists raise these ambitions. It must show them the power of
their actions in making a wider, deeper and more lasting impact.
And the trust must act as advocate for artists in discussions with
the city council, with larger cultural organisations, and across
the region. In doing so, the trust can contribute to the long-term
sustainability of the city’s arts, culture and creative industries at
every level, from the temporary, ad hoc and DIY through to the city’s
established institutions.
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interviews & case studies
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Interviews
&
case
studies
“Everything we do is about
breaking down barriers and
encouraging people to step
outside their comfort zone”
–
The Caravan Gallery
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interview 1:

Deb Wilkes
from

interviews & case studies

Tiger Yard
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Deb Wilkes works as part of the team for Tiger Yard, an
annual community project taking place in a temporary
space, usually on East Street. This includes stalls for local
artists and events with other community organisations. Deb
also works in the health service and advocates for awareness
and discussion of mortality in an informal and creative way.

whaT moTivaTEs your work?
I hate the homogenisation of the High Street. West Quay has
no heart, no soul and nowhere to find anything different.
Southampton has lots of empty shops and spaces - these
look ugly and do not encourage people into the street, and
with the rise of online and out of town shopping we are
losing what should be the city's vibrant community space
We’re making space for ordinary, local
people to go, where they don't have to spend
money - to chat, make things over a cuppa,
where there is no agenda and they are not
judged.
I have lived in Brighton, London and
Auckland, all funky places. Southampton
needs independent arty, creative, community
spaces, and an outlet for artists to sell their
work, and somewhere people can buy
something locally made and different.
I also got involved because I was keen to step
away a little from working in healthcare, and
do something a bit different myself.
And to have some fun.

music sessions
@ Tiger Yard

whaT pErsonal sTrEngThs do you nEEd To work in
TigEr yard?
Adaptability, persistence, sense of humour, a shared vision,
enthusiasm, sense of community, friendliness, be a good
team player, negotiating skills, outgoing enough, willing to
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pitch in, good admin skills! I don't necessarily have them
all - wish I did.

whaT havE bEEn ThE barriErs To ThE work?
Landlords. The Council.
Advertising - especially if your skills don't lie in poster
making and admin. Because so many different events were
happening over the time it meant someone had to constantly
be updating Facebook, Twitter, our window display, the
notice board etc.
And having to fit it in around paid work.
Finding enough help if a pop up is over months is difficult.
Personal commitments and differences meant people
varied in how much time they put in, which meant others
had more to do, and we have all said we only want to do it
if we enjoy it!

interviews & case studies

An ongoing concern was not quite knowing if we would
have to pay higher rates and bills.
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case study 1:

A Space Arts
A Space was formed by Daniel Crow in 2000, to address
the lack of infrastructure to allow emerging artists to make
and exhibit their work in Southampton. This problem is not
particular to Southampton, and is often seen a barrier to
graduate retention in university cities.
In October 2002 the Northam Road gallery launched the
organisation, and this temporary activation of space allowed them
to test early ideas, refine their vision and bring supporters together.
A focus on developing artist studio spaces means A Space now
manage 50 artist studios. The Arches focuses on visual arts and
in 2015 celebrated its 10th birthday. Tower House supports screen
based practice. The Sorting Office offers affordable workspaces for
designer makers.
The ArtVaults season in 2004 gave the organisation its first
experiences of culture-led animation of historic sites. They
followed this by targeting the historic mediaeval gateway to the
old town. The Bargate Monument Gallery opened in 2006 with
an exhibitions programme which helped build aspace’s profile,
curatorial skills and audiences. In 2012, they started work to reopen
Gods House Tower, formerly the city's Museum of Archaeology.
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interviews & case studies
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case study 2:

A Space
– The Sorting Office
Converted from a 1920s Royal Mail Sorting Office this space
offers open plan units, lockable private units and a production
studio for large scale projects.
The European-funded RECREATE programme consists of 11
partner organisations in England and France. In Southampton, the
programme allowed The Sorting Office to become part of a crossChannel creative business community, with access to new markets
and opportunities to take part in mentorship and exchange
programmes.
This demonstrates how creating solid, useful and sustainable
activity programmes can be as important as getting access to the
spaces themselves.
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interview 2:

Daniel Crow
founder of

interviews & case studies

A Space
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Daniel Crow formed ‘a space’ arts in 2000, after receiving
a first-class honors degree in Fine Art from Southampton
Solent University and realising the lack of support for
emerging artists in Southampton needed addressing. The
organisation opened the Northam Road Gallery in 2002
as their first temporary space and has since gone on to
culturally re-animate vacant spaces across the city including
historic vaults, the Bargate Monument and disused railway
arches among other buildings. They are currently working
on refurbishing a former museum, God’s House Tower, to
become an new arts venue in the old town and now manage
50 affordable artist studios across a range of concerted
buildings.

why did you sET up a spacE – and why ThE namE?
After graduating I was working out of make shift studios - an
old garage, the back of an antique shop - and realised there
was no gallery in the city for emerging artists, including
myself, to show work. I’m not really a ‘leave it to someone
else’ kind of person and realising Southampton had lots of
empty spaces I set about finding one that could become a
gallery - that happened to be in Northam Road where I had
got to know the landlord through renting the antique shop
as a studio space. The ethos and name of the organisation
was born out of hunting for this first space - I never wanted
a perfect white box for a gallery I just wanted ‘a space’.

why havE you chosEn ThE spacEs you'vE chosEn?
whaT makEs a spacE inTErEsTing, worTh pursuing?
Different reasons per space really… after Northam Road we
began exhibiting in the city’s medieval vaults (the ArtVaults
project). As they were hardly ever open, there was the public
intrigue factor. They were available to us (the council were
willing to let us use them for free). The vaults had a magical
mix of being inspiring, challenging to exhibit in, loaded
with history and importantly they were non-traditional
gallery settings - all that combined to be an irresistible mix.
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The legacy of the first ArtVaults season in 2004 (we also
staged it in 2005, 2007 & 2008 - and want to do it again!)
was that I realised the dual pull of exhibiting in heritage
locations (equally attracting the arts and heritage audiences)
along with the seeing the public enthusiasm for exploring
the old town and these forgotten spaces. But also I realised
that the council had lots of other historic properties (with
the magical mix) and that lots of them were vacant yet the
cost the council money to keep them empty.
So we approached them about a particularly important
building, the Bargate Monument, and offered to take on the
costs in return for a favourable lease. This provided a cost
saving for them and affordable space for us - bingo! This
model was then replicated for the Arches studios, Tower
House and the forthcoming God’s House Tower project the most significant project we have worked on to date.

whaT pErsonal sTrEngThs do you nEEd To work For
a spacE?
For me it a number of things combined… a desire to support
artists in developing their careers (linked to the personal
frustrations behind opening the Northam Road gallery),
a desire to make my own professional (non-artistic) career
in the arts that I think is fuelled from a family history of
setting up your own businesses (I’ve never worked for
anyone else and I’m not sure I could). Along with the more
obvious - motivation, determination etc.

interviews & case studies

whaT havE bEEn ThE barriErs To ThE work a spacE
do? havE ThEy sToppEd any projEcTs dEad?
There is always the funding challenge and while we have a
good track record of securing grants sometimes we haven’t
been able to meet our ambitions. We have long been aware
of the need for more (bigger and better) studio space in the
city and once got close to it. We had identified an empty
floor of an old department store (it’s still there) and discussed
partnering with Solent University in regard to sharing it.
However it’s owned by a Swedish pension company and the
rents, service charges etc, were beyond our reach.

The next immediate thing is God’s House Tower which we
are aiming to launch in 2018 (although please don’t ask me
to quote a date), its been a serious undertaking to raise the
money, secure the lease etc, but we have raised £2.3m and
hope to begin refurbishments works this winter.
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whaT's nExT?

and whaT’s your big ambiTion For souThampTon?
Given unlimited time and resources I’d like to start a largescale studio project (100+ studios) with massive gallery
space, art store, bars (brewery) etc, etc, inspired by Spike
Island. Once GHT is up and running and we have resumed
ArtVaults this is actually what I want us to focus on.
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case study 3:

k6
Inspired by villages taking over their unused K6 phone boxes,
graphic designer Alex Batten decided to see if the same idea
could be brought to a city with a whole community of artists,
but limited opportunities to exhibit.
BT hand over guardianship of the iconic red boxes to charities
or local authorities for just £1, but the council route was proving
arduous and setting up a dedicated charity was clearly impossible.
A Space stepped in to broker the deal, using their charitable status,
and just as things were seeming to be difficult, Ideas Tap gave the
project a £500 grant. This small amount reinvigorated the project
and led to further successful applications.

interviews & case studies

A low cost space which needs little staffing is very sustainable. K6 is
a tiny art gallery, but the standard is high and ambitions are huge.
The gallery has hosted three exhibitions to date, and inspired a
trail across eleven sites in the city.
The Brutalust exhibition, celebrating the city’s Post-World War
Two architecture, has been the most successful exhibition so far.
It was accompanied by a publication which has sold out two print
runs, and brought the former phone boxes national attention.

POP UP CULTURE

bring your
beamer by k6
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case study 4:

Chapel Arts
Studios

interviews & case studies

Chapel Arts Studios (CAS) is a research-led, contemporary
arts organisation with an interest in socially engaged arts
practices. CAS supports and develops artists, and deliver arts
education in the North Hampshire region. After five years of
experimentation, CAS have developed a distinctive approach
that prioritises partnership, collaboration, and the sharing of
resources and intelligence.
CAS’s Dissent programme looks at how artists can engage with
public space. Temporary pop-up initiatives in public spaces are
used to question how these spaces function.
CAS’s Art Bus activates spaces by delivering useful and interesting
services direct to the local community, but is also a space for artists
to research and test ideas.
In Spring 2015, CAS created The Bureau of Exchange, a four week
project which gave artists the opportunity to explore the use of
using retail space for arts events and activities. In the space, artists
looked at alternative economies, and interaction between artists
and audiences.

The group are largely comprised of Southampton University
alumni, with many of their artists having lived there too. CAS are
a member of the SPNS network, led by A Space, are a partner of
Artswork, and as a group or individually, have worked many times
with schools, community groups, with the Bargate Gallery, the
Millais, God House Tower, Unit 11 studios, the Arches studios, Art
Asia, the John Hansard and the Artvaults summer programmes.
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Although based in Andover, CAS have very strong links with
Southampton.

Like the K6 Gallery, CAS would likely not exist without the support
of A Space. After receiving Southampton’s Creative Industry
Bursary, CAS founder David Dixon was given support and a studio
at the Arches to begin his career.

Partition by
Kirsty Smith
part of the K6 ROAM
project, a 2.5 arts trail
that runs over 2.5 miles,
across 11 cities. It involves
international artists
working across a range of
mediums, creating both
temporary and permanent
installations
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interview 3:

interviews & case studies

The Caravan
Gallery
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In November 2016, The Caravan Gallery used one of
Southampton’s empty shops to create a refreshingly honest
and thought provoking art exhibition-cum-alternative
information-centre celebrating the real Southampton, past,
present and future.

why did you sET up ThE pridE oF placE projEcT?
Because visitors to The Caravan Gallery and our
exhibitions elsewhere always get enthused and want to join
in! We've always been interested in places and how they're
represented in the media and by the tourist industry. Our
photos of the places we explore inspire people to share their
own impressions and opinions. We describe our Pride of
Place Projects as participatory exhibitions and alternative
visitor information centres created with the input of local
people. They provide a brilliant opportunity to bring
together people who might not otherwise meet. We all learn
from each other and gain new perspectives on places.

why havE you chosEn ThE spacEs you'vE chosEn?
whaT makEs a spacE inTErEsTing, worTh pursuing?
We always choose the most visible location possible,
preferably in an area of high footfall and in an area with a
mixed demographic. Big windows are always a bonus as we
want to get noticed. Given that we're creating exhibitions it
also saves time and money to have plenty of uncluttered wall
space that needs little more than a coat of white paint. You
can have fun playing around with and repurposing existing
features. In Sunderland we reused display equipment from
a former tourist information office, and our recent project in
Southampton took place in a former Cash Generator which
we turned into Art Generator by adapting the signage.

whaT Tools, rEsourcEs and wEbsiTEs havE bEEn
usEFul?
We've forged our own path ever since we set up The
Caravan Gallery but learnt a lot through being involved in
Empty Shops Network projects. If we don't know something
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we Google it. We often recommend Pop Up Business for
Dummies to fellow artists wishing to do pop up projects.

whaT pErsonal sTrEngThs do you nEEd To work For
ThE caravan gallEry?
An ability to relate to all sorts of people and enjoy their
company. Flexibility, imagination, resourcefulness,
cheekiness, optimism, realism and a great sense of humour.
An enthusiasm for hard work - you get out what you put in.

whaT havE bEEn ThE barriErs To ThE work you do?
havE ThEy sToppEd any projEcTs dEad?

interviews & case studies

Ridiculous bureaucracy and inflexibility from other
organisations such as councils and universities who
sometimes work in archaic ways with rigid systems.
Councils have tried charging us full business rates because
we're not a charity but we - as a CIC - challenged them and
won. We wanted to set a precedent to enable future artistic
activity.
Everything we do is about breaking down barriers and
encouraging people to step outside their comfort zone eg we
work with galleries to encourage audience diversity. Some
visitors to The Caravan Gallery and our Pride of Place
Projects have never visited an art gallery before so we make
sure we make them feel welcome. If we encourage them
to visit one of our more formal gallery shows we need to
know that the staff will extend a similar welcome. This isn't
always the case. Too many individuals and organisations
pay lip service to social inclusion but are unwilling to step
out of their bubbles and see the bigger picture. We believe in
connecting everything together and finding a commonality.
We have always managed to deliver by adopting the motto 'There are no problems, only solutions'.

whaT's nExT?
We'd like to do more Pride of Place Projects in areas we haven't
really covered yet including the extreme South East, South
West, Midlands and more of Wales. Then we'll be ready for
a grand retrospective in London. We're also planning more
international work and have put in a European application
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with Ffotogallery. Earlier this year we created a temporary
museum in a former Soviet sewing factory in Kaunas,
Lithuania. We're also really interested in contributing to
regeneration projects which focus on reanimating towns hit
by changing economic circumstances and social patterns.
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interview 4:

James Gough

interviews & case studies

from

Southampton
Cultural
Development
Trust

The simple answer is that I know that arts and culture can
make Southampton a better city to live, work and study.
I often use the analogy that Southampton is like an car
engine, where we have all the parts but that some of those
parts need a bit of fine tuning and others need joining
together. We have the possibility of going far but we need to
continue to fix and tune the engine to ensure we get to our
destination.

POP UP CULTURE

whaT drivEs you pErsonally in your work For ThE
TrusT?

Work in the city’s empty shops is a good example of this.
We clearly have a great history of using empty space in the
city, but the numerous examples are often not connected
and so we cannot draw through common threads and our
story is disjointed. The Trust’s role is to facilitate change
so I delighted that we have been able to secure a licence to
occupy from Capita and hopefully set a precedent through
so doing.

why arE you working wiTh ThE diFFErEnT spacEs
you'rE working wiTh? whaT drivEs you To choosE a
parTicular spacE?
There are gaps in the profile and provision for artists
in the city. The Trust is looking to support artists to find
and energise space either as gallery or selling space or as
workshop or rehearsal space. We are looking for spaces that
can help artists deliver their potential, spaces that evidence
how bringing creative people into spaces we can realign
some of the conversations around town centre usage, and
encourage a wider breadth of services.
As more and more people being to live in Southampton city
centre it is crucial that we make the centre more than just a
retail destination. This is also true for retailers who realise
that arts and cultural events can drive footfall and increase
the desire to come into the city centre.
However we also need to look further afield that the Bargate
ward and see where in the wider city there are opportunities
to energise and develop areas through artists and creative
organisations using empty space outside the city centre.
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whaT pErsonal sTrEngThs do you nEEd To work For
ThE TrusT?
The Trust is a very small team, and our job is to facilitate
not do - so you need to be able to keep a number of projects
all working at the same time whilst providing support
where you can. I am only really learning what we can and
can’t do successfully. What we must do is ensure that where
our resources are spent, either in terms of time, money or
expertise, that it is having an impact that is beyond that
which we put in.

whaT havE bEEn ThE barriErs To ThE work? havE
ThEy sToppEd any projEcTs dEad?
The main barriers are frequently around resource, a lot of
buildings in the city would be ideal for creative projects but
need fairly significant investment to make them habitable which makes pop-up work less likely. We have found some
landlords are nervous around letting to individual artists
who have little or no track record and who often don’t have
a business bank account. The Trust is trying to circumvent
this problem by offering to act as a broker and hold the
licence for projects, so that landlords deal with a charitable
trust rather than an individual.

interviews & case studies

The only thing that stops projects dead is when space has
been stripped to uninhabitable status and there is no desire
from landlords to change this situation

POP UP CULTURE
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think it can’t be done?

POP UP CULTURE

Think it
can’t be
done?
look at
these
39

an A-Z of
Southampton
A listing of temporary, meanwhile and pop up activity, events and venues
across Southampton.
Compiled from desk-based research, a workshop at Culture Southampton
event at Mettricks, and two workshop sessions at Chaos Conference.
key:
article

location

search

website

video

facebook

Appearhere
www.appearhere.co.uk/spaces/westquay-kiosk

think it can’t be done?

The Art House - empty shop front
https://thearthousesouthampton.org/
ASpaceArts
“ASpaceArts providing a future for Southampton’s
artists” on Hampshire Life Magazine
see also: Gods House Tower
ATCM report into Northam Road (2013)
High Street Renewal Fund Report Association of
Town and City Management
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Banksy (destroyed 2010)
“‘Banksy’ Southampton mural painted over”
on BBC
Bandstand Live
www.mattbundayevents.com/bandstand.aspx
Bargate Centre
student show on 1st floor c.2000 (Nathan Bean &
Co), degree shows (various)
“Bargate shopping centre leased for military
training” on Solent Journalism
see also: SoCo Music project
The Big Bursfest
http://www.thebigbursfest.btck.co.uk/
Brite Byte Studio - Pop Up Exhibition
http://brightbyte.co.uk/pop-up-exhibition/

Chapel Arts Studios
(Andover – but interesting projects)
www.chapelartsstudios.co.uk/projects/
The Laboratory of Dissent
Choral Clans - singing in Southampton libraries
Free family singing workshops across
Southampton libraries on Bitterne Park
City council monitor empty shops
www.southampton-connect.com/images/
Item2A%20Vacant%20Retail%20Premises_tcm23228004.pdf
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DIY Southampton at Planet Sounds
http://liveartlocal.co.uk/diy-southampton/
Dukes Keep Artists - Southampton Chamber of Arts,
Transitions, Centric, Jax Arts
“Southampton Chamber of Arts goes from
strength to strength” on Southern Daily Echo

East Street Arts Festival
East Street Arts Festival (Sept 2015)
Ejector Seat Festival
“Equality Exhibition in Southampton”
on Solent Journalism

think it can’t be done?

Fair Trade Pop-Up Shop
Southampton Fair Trade Pop Up Shop - Global
Seesaw
First Gallery
http://www.culture24.org.uk/am16569
Food Waste Pop-Up Café
“Pop-up Cafe Highlights Food Waste and
Community Spirit” on Chapel Arts Studios
Folk Play Research (Mummers plays)
www.folkplay.info

POP UP CULTURE

Gods House Tower
Gods House Tower
on www.aspacearts.org.uk
Grant Sharkey’s House Shows
“House Shows - A Musical/Culinary Journey
to Huma Kindness!” on www.grantsharkey.com/
Grass Is Greener Energy Show
The Grass is Greener Energy Show
on http://www.winacc.org.uk/
Great Oaks School Community Café
The View Community Cafe
Greyladyes Art Foundation
www.gaf.org.uk/

Ha Ha Gallery - Northam Road
hahagallerysouthampton.tumblr.com/
Healthy Planet – Books For Free
“A ‘shop’ giving away free books has come to
Southampton” on Daily Echo
HeArt of Heritage Urban Exhibition
HeArt of Heritage Urban Exhibition St Denys
Church (Sep 2015)
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K6
http://k6gallery.com/about

Tim Levenson (head of city development)
- report to Southampton Partnership
“Big rise in ‘pop-up’ shops on high street”
on Southern Daily Echo

Marwell’s Zany Zebras
http://zanyzebras.org.uk/

think it can’t be done?

Mela
http://www.southamptonmela.com/
Mettricks
Mettricks Coffee Shop
Monkey Pop-Up Gallery
http://artsouthampton.org.uk/monkey-gallery-2014/
Motiv8 cycle repair project & murals
http://www.future-foundations.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2014/07/Catch22_Social-action-toolkit.pdf (pg.14)

POP UP CULTURE

Northam Road, Southampton
- High Street Renewal Awards
“Fund rewards high street innovation”
on www.gov.uk
see also: Ha Ha Gallery, Orb Gallery
Nuffield Playing Field
“Art at the Heart Nuffield Playing Field a Success”
on http://www.culturesouthampton.org.uk/

Orb Gallery, Northam Road
http://thegalleryguide.co.uk/galleries/orb

Parking Day
“Southampton’s Park(ing) day”
on http://my.parkingday.org/
Punchbag by Proteus
- ‘empty shop units, projected onto buildings, created
as temporary graffiti and played over sound systems
carried in the streets’
www.proteustheatre.com/about-us
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Re:So
Re:So
Riverside Geese
“Riverside geese flying proud following
refurbishment” on Bitterne Park
ROAM Arts Trail from K6
http://k6gallery.com/

Shirley High Street
“The High Street” on BBC Magazine
SoCo Music Project
http://www.socomusicproject.org.uk/team/
So Make It (makerspace)
http://www.somakeit.org.uk/
So To Speak Festival
http://www.sotospeakfestival.org/about-soto-speak/
Solent Easels Exhibition
Burseldon Brickworks Exhibition (Aug/Sep 2016)

think it can’t be done?

Songbird Ice Cream Café & Creative Space
The Songbird Southampton

Tiger Yard
Tiger Yard
Transported
http://elementarts.co.uk/transported/
Truvoc building
- Boutique Village. Independent traders.
“Empty Southampton warehouse set to become
‘shopping Mecca’ and create hundreds of jobs” on
Southern Daily Echo

POP UP CULTURE

Unit 11 Studios
https://unit11studios.wordpress.com/
Universities to use empty shops as galleries
”Art galleries planned for empty shops in
Southampton” on Southern Daily Echo
Ukulele Jam
http://www.suj.btck.co.uk/

Vaults – Music In the City
http://www.musicinthecitysouthampton.org/loc/
castle-vault/
Versatility
“Versatility: Southampton Solent University Art
Show” on Solent TV Youtube Channel

Wool House (2013) (Now Dancing Man Brewery)
“The Power of Pop-Ups”
on https://thearthousesouthampton.org
Sally Wraight & Co
– empty shop exhibition 2014-2015

XWWX Gallery
XWWX
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